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a heavyweight punch!

While it retains the core functionality  
of the main Business product, features  
that are unnecessary in a smaller  
business environment have been  
taken out. Importantly, however,  
the quality of service remains the  
same, as it still uses exactly the same  
technology as the business version, 
making the system more cost effective.

Unlike other ‘seat only’ solutions,  
LITE is not a build-it-yourself solution - 
we have done all the hard work for you so 
that LITE is a perfect fit for your business.  
It includes all the essentials, a handset,  
an attractive call bundle and those 
business critical features which you  
can see overleaf, such as conference  
calling and voicemail.

LITE is a slimmed down version of the Business solution, which has been built  
with small businesses in mind. It includes a Mobile app for both iOS and Android, 
so users can always be reached and 1,000 minutes of free calls per user per month.

litesolution



CONFERENCE CALLING

Set up a private virtual
conference room with
external dial ins

CALL QUEUEING

Never lose a customer 
when you’ve got them 
on hold

CALL GROUPS

Directs call super
effectively and never 
miss a call 

AUTO ATTENDANT

Handle calls 
professionally
and efficiently 

CALL MANAGEMENT

Top-of-the-range 
features that make  
call-handling a breeze

MOBILE APPS

Manage the whole
phone system from  
your smart phone

SPEAKERPHONE PAGING

Call out to  
all extensions

MOBILE PAIRING

Sync your mobile with  
your office handset.  
Never miss a call

EXTENSION

Reach people  
in 3 or 4 digits,  
wherever you are

UNIFIED VOICEMAIL

Pick up all your 
voicemail from any 
device, anywhere

Our Lite product comes with a streamlined set of call  
handling and management features, supported by the  
same top level technology, and all operated through  
an easy-to-use interface.

keyfeatures



useful features

Coast to Coast Cloud LITE provides standard telephone 
functionality that suits many simple telephone system users. 
Users have access to the following:

Up to 10 users per site

500 minutes per user of  
Local / National Calls

500 minutes per use of  
UK Mobile Calls

The ability to make, receive  
and transfer calls

Busy Lamp Field

Voicemail box per user 
with personal greeting

Voicemail to Email integration

Mobile app (LITE)

Personal Direct Dial  
number per user

Simple 3 party  
conferencing

Caller Display

Call Pickup

Call Forwarding

Music on Hold

Automated Attendant

Do not Disturb

Our LITE mobile application is specifically designed to  
take your business communications to a whole new level.  
Its main purpose is to enhance and simplify your day-to-day 
communications experience. It allows users to utilise their 
smartphones as an extension, including video calling, call  
recorder, detailed call history and call forwarding & waiting.  
It is available on all iOS and Android smart phone devices.

theliteapp


